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Local social agents: the need for an integrated model for the socio-economic development of the 
territory
This article presents a focused discussion on the local development model implemented in our country, 
and specifically seeks to highlight one of the unfinished business of the same: the generation of synergies 
between different stakeholders at the local level. There is an approximation of the main factors that have 
hindered and prevented in many cases, at least in the light of research data that show this process of 
integration among the actors at the local level.
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Participatory local policies and territorial development. The Territorial Employment Pacts in the 
Valencian Country.
This article analyses the incipient process of introduction of the Territorial Employment Pacts (TEP) in 
the Valencian Country. We show briefly the paper of the local participatory policies in the invigoration of 
the cooperation, in the social and economic networks and, therefore, in the territorial development. This 
allows to observe how the TEP in the Valencian Country constitute an important advance towards the 
conformation of a local employment policy, and a socio-economic development policy too, “bottom-up” 
and agreed between local governments, trade unions and enterprise associations. The analysis achieved 
in this article puts forward that the potential for change of this policy is limited by the insufficient local 
representativeness of the economic and social actors, the low political participation of “cross-sectional” 
actors, some defects and deficiencies in the role assumed by the Regional Government and the reduced 
cooperation between the local and regional governments.
Keywords: Territorial Employment Pacts, participatory local policies, territory, territorial development, 
local employment.
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French sociology today. In the fiftieth anniversary of the creation of the licence degree of sociology in 
the French University.
This article tries to present the actual state of French sociology. After a recall on sociology at the “Collège de 
France”, it describes first the principal current theoretical schools of this social science in France. Then, it 
proposes an historical analysis of French sociology during the second half of the 20th century on the double 



empirical basis of the doctorates and of the books published in sociology in this country, both documents 
classified in thematic categories. It finally connects these two types of works to show the discrepancies 
between the young and the oldest sociologists.
Keywords: sociology, France, classification, doctorates, (sociological) books.
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From the Neighbourhood Law to local employment policies: A case study in Catalonia
This paper is the result of a research carried out in a neighbourhood called Erm, in Manlleu, a city in the 
province of Barcelona. The research is a part of set integrated actions, which arise from the Neighbourhood 
Law implementation. This Law is promoted by the Government, and provides town-planning actions for 
local development. However, it could also be an effective tool to promote specific employment policies 
linked to a particular territory. This paper shows the first results form the research, which has allowed us 
to reconcile three different aspects often difficult to combine: the local context, employment policies, and 
migrant integration policies. The combination of these three areas has made possible to design action 
proposals focused in the labour scope on one hand, while at the same time they aim for the social cohesion 
in neighbourhoods with strong social and economic problems. In addition, studying the implementation of 
these measures let us to bring together the research field to the intervention one on the issues discussed.
Keywords: Neighbourhood Law, local employment policies, European Employment Strategy, social 
cohesion, research/intervention.

MORENO COLOM, Sara
The every day cost of unemployed time: mirroring gender inequalities through every day life
Statistics show unemployment like a gendered exit of the labour market. However the subjective perceptions 
about work time underline more differences of gender related with the everyday well-being. Which is the 
cost of unemployment time for the everyday life? The main hypothesis of this paper proposes that when 
unemployment time coincides with the responsibility of care the male breadwinner model appears and the 
sexual division of work reinforces.
Keywords: time, unemployment, well-being, every day life


